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Résumé. 2014 Nous décrivons des expériences de magnétorésistivité dans une large gamme de
température (30 mK  T  80 K) et de champ magnétique (H  20 T). A haute température
(T &#x3E; 4 K), la magnétorésistance suit une loi d’échelle en H/H* à un seul paramètre
H* (T). Cependant, il n’existe pas de lien simple entre magnétorésistance et aimantation. A basse
température, les termes A (H) T2 de la résistivité varient fortement sous champ tandis que la
chaleur spécifique de la phase normale est indépendante du champ. Cette forte variation de
A (H) est due à la forte dépendance en champ de l’interaction directe entre quasi particules. Ces
propriétés de la phase normale sont reliées à celles de la phase supraconductrice (notamment, la
chaleur spécifique et la conduction thermique).

Abstract. 2014 Extensive magnetoresistivity experiments in large temperature (30 mK  T  80 K)
and field (H  20 T) ranges are reported. At high temperatures (T &#x3E; 4 K), the magnetoresistivity
obeys a scaling law in H/H* with one temperature adjustable parameter H*(T). However no
simple relation can be found between magnetoresistivity and magnetization. At low temperatures
the A (H) T2 terms of the resistivity are strongly field dependent although the specific heat of the
normal phase is field independent. It is proposed that the field variation of A (H) reflects the
strong field dependence of the direct interactions between quasi particles. The low temperature
magnetoresistivity data are connected with the unusual superconducting properties of UBe13
(specific heat and thermal conductivity).
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Introduction.

The heavy fermion UBe13 is thought to be one of the good examples of a « Kondo lattice »
system. This means that the occurrence of the heavy quasi-particles at low temperatures
would be due to the coupling between localized f electrons and conduction electrons. One is
led to distinguish between a « high temperature regime » where the uranium ions are
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considered like magnetic impurities scattering the conduction electrons, and a « low

temperature coherent state », with heavy quasiparticles in a « perfect » lattice, described
within the framework of strongly interacting Fermi liquids and in a non-magnetic ground
state.

In this article we report mostly magnetoresistivity and magnetization (M) experiments
performed in a large range of magnetic fields (H) and temperatures (T ). These measurements
are appropriate to check the preceding ideas and explore the properties of UBe13 in both
regimes. Their analysis suggests links between normal and superconducting properties like
the upper critical field (Hc2)’ the low temperature specific heat (C ) and the thermal
conductivity K.

1. Expérimental set up.

The magnetoresistivity measurements were performed on the same polycrystalline sample
using an ac bridge. The contacts were realized with indium ; the current was parallel to
H.

The different temperature ranges were obtained in a He4 bulb (for T . 4.2 K) with the
sample immersed in pumped He4 (1.5 K - T - 4.2 K) or in dilution refrigerators
(30 mk : T  4.2 K). The magnetic field was produced either by superconducting magnets
(for fields up to 12 T) or in a resistive Bitter magnet, at the S.N.C.I. (Grenoble-France) for
H up to 20 teslas. Particular attention was given to the thermometry under magnetic field :
the isothermal p (H) curves were obtained by a regulation of the temperature with the helium
bulb, by the vapor pressure of the bath of by the use of a reference capacitor which is only
weakly field dependent. The p (T) curves at fixed field were made after calibration of the
carbon or platinum thermometers under H.

Isothermal magnetization measurements were collected on a single crystal coming from the
same batch as the polycrystalline sample. H(..-- 8 T) was applied along a (0, 0, 1 ) axis ; the
temperature varied from 1.5 to 300 K.

2. High température magnetoresistivity.

2.1 RESISTIVITY FOR H = 0. - Figure 1 shows the resistivity of UBe13 in zero magnetic field.
We see an increase on cooling from T = 300 K down to 2.5 K where p passes through a

Fig. 1. - Present determination of the resistivity of UBe13 in zero field showing an increase on cooling
down to 2.5 K, followed by a decrease attributed to the occurrence of coherence before the

superconducting transition (at 950 mK).
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maximum. This temperature of 2.5 K is often called « coherence temperature » (Tc.h),
because it is assumed to separate the high temperature regime from the low temperature
coherent one. The upturn of p below 10 K is reminiscent of that of the single impurity Kondo
behavior, and the decrease of p below 2.5 K is ascribed to the formation of the heavy
quasiparticles (due to the Kondo coupling between localized f electrons and conduction

electrons) which restores the translational symmetry of the lattice. In this scheme, most of the
resistivity above Tc.h originates from the diffusion of the conduction electrons on uranium
ions considered as magnetic impurities. Thus, magnetoresistivity should provide useful
information on this high temperature incoherent regime.

2.2 MAGNETORESISTIVITY FOR r&#x3E; Tc,h- - Figure 2 shows the corresponding magnetoresis-
tivity p (H) at a fixed temperature (T = 1.6 K to 80 K) and from 0 to 20 teslas. It is negative
for all temperatures and the magnitude of 6.p increases on cooling. The interest of the high
field measurements appears clearly. For T = 4.2 K, a value of Ap /p - p (0) p (H) of thep (0)
order of 0.45 is achieved for H = 20 T : this will allow us to check the models.

Fig. 2. - Magnetoresistivity curves of UBe13 (0 -- H , 20 T), for temperatures 1.6 K : F 80 K.

When the magnetoresistivity is due to the polarization of magnetic impurities and is

governed by one energy scale, the isothermal p (H) curves follow scaling laws on
H with a temperature dependent effective field H* (T). In the reduced variable H/H*, the
magnetoresistivity is given by p (H, T) = p (0, T) 0 (HIH* (T» where 0 is a universal
function. For Kondo impurities [1], the condition is satisfied at least for T -&#x3E; TK (where
TK is the Kondo temperature). Renormalizing p (H, T) to p (0, T ) takes into account the
temperature dependence of the effective interaction between the impurities and the

conduction electrons. H* (T) should vary like (T + TK) [1] to be consistent with the
behaviour of the susceptibility (X ) in this temperature range (the magnetization scales like
M = Msat g(H/H*(T)) and thus 1/X oc H* (T)). To check the scaling laws in UBe 13 in the
temperature range r&#x3E; Tc.h, the p (H) curve at 4.2 K ( p (H, 4.2 ) ) was used as a reference.
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The best superposition of the p (H)/ p (0) curves (taken from Fig. 2) on p (H, 4.2)/p (0, 4.2)
through a scaling : H ---+ Hl a (T) is shown in figure 3. It is perfect within experimental
accuracy, in the whole range of fields and temperatures (4.2 K  T -- 35 K) explored. The
temperature dependence of H* (T) is shown in figure 4 ; the value at 4.2 K was fixed so that
p (H)/p (0) = 0.5 at H = 0.64 H*, as for spin 1/2 Kondo impurities [2]. The results of [1] are
recovered : above 15 K, H*(T) follows a linear T dependence : H * (T) - (T + TK) with
TK - 13 K while below 15 K strong deviations from linearity appear.

Fig. 3. - Superposition of the curves of figure 2 from T = 4.2 K to 40 K, through a scaling on the
magnetic field as explained in the text.

Fig. 4. - Behaviour of the effective characteristic field H* (T ) derived from the scaling relations.

2.3 MAGNETORESISTIVITY FOR T -- Tcoh. - For r Tcoh, the description of f electrons in
one impurity schemes is expected to break down. Instead, a Fermi liquid picture of strongly
interacting quasiparticles might be relevant, as for other heavy fermion systems in their low
temperature regime. Thus in UBe13, a change in the behaviour of the p (H) curves at 1.6 and
2.1 K was expected.

Figure 5 shows that, indeed, the scaling laws on H do not work anymore on the last two
curves : taking the curve p (H, 1.6)lp (0, 1.6) as a reference spoils completely the superposi-
tion of the curves described previously. This alone does not mean that one impurity schemes
are obsolete in the coherent regime : even for the one impurity Kondo theory it is not

expected that scaling laws work in the whole temperature range T&#x3E; TK down to

T « TK. But, it prevents a meaningful discussion of the behaviour of H* (T) below 4.2 K.
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Fig. 5. - Best superposition of all the curves of figure 2, taking the curve at 1.6 K as a reference for the

scaling described previously, showing a spoiling of the result when curves in the coherent regime are
taken into account.

2.4 SUSCEPTIBILITY AND MAGNETIZATION. - Even at low temperatures the magnetization is
strictly linear in H. For H = 8 T, M reaches a value of 0.2 p,B per uranium atom. Using
Arrott’s method (Fig. 6), the linearity of M with H is obvious. However one notices a non
reversible behavior of M in decreasing field which exists in the whole temperature range
investigated and is not yet explained. It has already been reported that M is linear in
H up to 24 T down to 1.5 K [5].

Fig. 6. - Representation of the magnetization (M) data by Arrot’s plot : M2 versus HlM.

Arrott’s method allows an accurate determination of the reciprocal initial susceptibility
x , x follows a Curie-Weis law above 150 K with 0 = - 85 K and J.Leff = 3.36 9 B : thus value
is slighlty different from the value J.Leff = 3.05 J.L B of [3] but is consistent with the data of [4]
which g,ff = 3.4 J.LB between 300 K and 1 000 K. This is not too far from the free ion value of
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J = 4 (ILcff = 3.58 IL s) and J = 9/2 (ILeff = 3.62 g B). Between 150 K and 20 K, 1/X seems to
follow a linear T dependence with 0 = - 130 K (Fig. 7). The apparent increase of
0 may be due to crystal field effects. Below 20 K, our data agrees with those of [3]. The strong
downwards curvature of 11X at low temperatures is a good indication of a magnetic ground
state for the crystal field levels of the U ions.

Fig. 7. - Temperature dependence of the susceptibility X in full line the data of reference [3]. Insert is
the low temperature regime.

2.5 DISCUSSION. - The observation of scaling laws on p (H) and the temperature
dependence of the susceptibility point towards a picture of a localized magnetism for the U
ions. This is consistent with spectroscopic measurements [6] which favor a 5f3 configuration.
A crystal field scheme F6-F8-F8 with a Kramers doublet T 6 was proposed for explaining
specific heat data [7]. However the splitting r 6 ...... F8 of 180 K appears rather large in relation
to the strong isotropy of the U sites and in comparison to the REBe13 isomorphous
compounds. Indeed in NdBe13 and in PrBe13 [8], the overall splitting reaches only 70 and
125 K respectively although they are the largest across the REBe13 series. Thus the

comparison of UBe13 with REBe13 is difficult ; the nature of low lying levels in

UBe13 remains an open question.
The energy scale TK - 13 K deduced from the temperature dependence of H* (i.e. from the

scaling law on p (H,T» is consistent with the large increase of p on cooling below 10 K and
roughly with the estimation of the Kondo temperature made from specific heat data [7]
TK = 7.7 K. Below 15 K, the departure of H* (T ) from a linear T dependence is quite natural
since in the one impurity Kondo theory a crossover occurs at T - TK and there are no reasons
for the same scaling law being valid for r TK. Nevertheless, it appears to be verified in

UBe13 down to TK/3. Below 15 K, the curvature of H* (T) is consistent with that of

1/X.
But a further comparison of the magnetoresistivity and magnetization is disappointing. For

example, at T = 4.2 K, M is linear in H almost up to 24 T [5] whereas at the same

temperature, Ap deviates significantly from an H2 (i.e. M) behaviour for fields above 5 T.
This discrepancy also clearly appears in the comparison with exact results derived for spin 1/2
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Kondo impurities at T = 0 [2]. This comparison is somewhat questionable as p (H/H* ) is
certainly different at 4.2 K and 0 K (scaling laws do not work below 4.2 K) but should give
good « orders of magnitude ». (As regards to magnetization, it does not vary much on cooling
below 4.2 K). Figure 8 shows in full lines the exact theoretical solutions for p (HIH*)Ip (0)
and M(HIH*)IMsat’ with the experimental scaling curve p (HIH*(T))lp (0) and the
magnetization at 4.2 K as a function of HIH* (4.2 K).

Fig. 8. - Full lines : theoretical predictions for the magnetoresistivity and the magnetization of spin 1/2
Kondo impurities at T = 0. Dots : experimental points for the magnetoresistivity of UBe13 in the
temperature region where scaling laws work. Dotted line : magnetization of UBe13 at 4.2 K (from [5]) as
a function of H/H* (4.2 K) and normalized so that its slope in H = 0 coincides with the theoretical one.

This strongly suggests that the magnetoresistivity and the magnetization of UBe13 are not
controlled by the same processes. This idea is also supported by the different energy scales
relevant for the magnetoresistivity (TK - 13 K) and the magnetization (0 - 85 K to 130 K) ;
the latter being consistent with the linearity of M up to high fields even at 4.2 K. Recent
thermal expansion and magnetostriction experiments [9] have also ruled out a description of
the high temperature properties of UBe13 with a unique parameter.

Furthermore, this study of UBe13 at high temperatures shows no direct evidence of a Kondo
effect in this compound. The classification of UBe13 as a « Kondo lattice » relies essentially on
the appearance of a coherent regime without long range magnetic ordering, whereas it is

described in terms of a localized magnetism at high temperatures (up to now, neutron
diffraction measurements have failed to detect any static sublattice magnetization down to
50 mK [12]). But the shape of p (H/H*(T)) cannot be precisely compared to theoretical
predictions for Kondo impurities, available only at T = 0, and the curvature of H* ( T) below
15 K is opposite to that expected for an antiferromagnetic coupling between conduction and
localized electrons. Moreover, the existence of two energy scales points out that the effects of
Kondo couplings (if any) in UBe13 are at least strongly altered by competition with some type
of R.K.K.Y. interactions (and not only by the very high concentration of « magnetic
impurities »). Indeed, the occurrence of magnetic correlations in UBe13 was perhaps already
directly observed in preliminary neutron measurements [10] and indirectly in Hall effect
experiments [11]. Still, to keep a simple picture, one could guess that magnetoresistivity is
mostly sensitive to interactions between f electrons and conduction electrons (energy scale
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TK - 13 K) while magnetization is mostly governed by the f electron-f electron coupling
(energy scale o - 85 to 130 K). In fact, the need for two different energy scales is also

recovered in the low temperature heavy fermion regime.

3. Low température magnetoresistivity.

3.1 MEASUREMENTS. - Below 1 K, two different types of measurements have been

performed
- for H ,12 T, measurements at fixed fields to determine the temperature dependence of

the resistivity. It was found to be quadratic for T -- 900 mK, and T higher than the critical
temperature of the superconducting transition in the given field, restricting the analysis to

Fig. 9. - T2 analysis of the magnetoresistivity of UBel3, for H between 12 and 4 T, and valid below
900 mK.

- Up to 20 T, measurements at fixed temperatures were performed (Fig. 10), from which
the values of A(H) and po(H) could be determined up to 20 teslas. Below 150 mK, the
resistivity does not show any temperature dependence, yielding directly po (H) between 15
and 20 teslas. Knowing p o (H) from 4 to 20 T, A (H) was then easily extracted from the curves
at 620, 480 and 320 mK of figure 10.
The superconducting transition occurring at 950 mK prevents a direct measurement of

A (H) and p o (H) in low fields. Nevertheless, as shown in figure 2 with the curves for 2.1 K
and 1.6 K, the field dependence of p (H, T ) for T slightly above Tc is nearly quadratic in low
field, and for 77&#x3E; 4 T, the analysis (1) could be even extended to the curve at 1.6 K, just
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Fig. 10. - Low temperature measurements in high fields up to 20 T of the magnetoresistivity of
UBel3.

assuming a weaker temperature dependence. This allows to extrapolate A (H) and

p o (H) down to H = 0 with an almost quadratic H law, consistent with the p (H ) curves at
1.6 K. The field dependence of A (H) and po(H) determined that way is reported in figure 11.

Fig. 11. - Determination of A(H) and po(H) through the measurements at fixed field (some of them
presented in Fig. 9) and at fixed temperature (from Fig. 10). Below 4 T, extrapolated values as

explained in the text.

3.2 COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS RESULTS. - A T2 behaviour of the resistivity at low
temperatures is common in heavy fermion systems. It is often associated with the Fermi liquid
behaviour of the heavy quasiparticles. A simple idea is then to consider A (H) as an intrinsic
property of the system, linked to the interactions between quasiparticles, and po(H) as a
residual resistivity, determined by the impurities within the sample.
The analysis (1) had been performed previously on another sample of UBe13 [5] and it is

thus possible to check the sample dependence of A (H ) and p()(H). The « old » and « new »
results are reported in figure 12, showing a weaker sample dependence of A(H) (factor 1.3)
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Fig. 12. - Comparison of the previous results of [5] and the present one from the fixed field

measurements : while A (H) changed by a factor 1.4, po (H) decreased by a factor 3 on the new sample.

and a stronger decrease of po(H) for this new sample (factor 3) ; this is in good agreement
with the origin proposed for both quantities.

It had also been reported in [5] that the limit of validity of the T2 law (almost the
superconducting transition Tc in zero field) was field independent. This important feature is
also verified here at least up to H = 12 T.

3.3 DISCUSSION. - The high temperature impurity scheme is now left for a Fermi liquid
picture, although other authors still apply the high temperature analysis to this low

temperature regime [1, 13]. One important feature is that the magnetoresistivity of

UBe13 is always negative in the whole range of fields and temperatures yet explored. This is
more easily accounted for in the one impurity picture which nevertheless implies the

occurrence of superconductivity at 950 mK in the presence of a large number of efficient
paramagnetic centers.

In cubic heavy fermion compounds such as CeAl2, Celn3, CePb3, above their Néel

temperature TN, a negative magnetoresistivity is observed while positive contributions of the
magnetoresistivity appear below TN [14]. In UBe13 at zero pressure (P), the fact that only
negative magnetoresistivity is detected suggests that UBe13 is paramagnetic above the upper
critical field Hc2 (T - 0 ). Recent specific heat measurements under magnetic field seem to
indicate a magnetic ordering of the normal phase of UBe13 below 150 mK [12, 15]. Our
magnetoresistivity data imply an associated critical field Hm(T--+O)--Hc2(T--+O). It is

worthwhile to notice that transport measurements under pressure show for P = 67 kbar the
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emergence of a positive magnetoresistivity below T « 4 K [14]. At P = 67 kbar, UBe13 may
be antiferromagnetic ; the appearance of this long range magnetic ordering also coincides
with the P disappearance of superconductivity. In UBel3, superconductivity and antifer-
romagnetism seem to be antagonistic, in contrast to the situation observed when U atoms are
substituted by Th atoms (Ul -,Th,,Bel3 with x :::. 0.015) [16].

3.4 ANALYSIS OF THE T2 TERM. - The discussion of the A (H) T2 term has already been
reported in connection with the field dependence of the upper critical field [25]. Here only
complementary points will be given.

Usually, it seems possible to describe the low temperature coherent regime of heavy
fermion systems as a Fermi liquid with one energy scale governing both the band properties
(like the specific heat) and the interactions between quasiparticles (as seen in transport
properties). In UBe13, as already found for the high temperature regime (T &#x3E; Tc.h), there are
no connections between the field variation of its specific heat (at least up to 8 teslas [15, 17,
18]) and the strong decrease of A (H) in field. One of the simplest way to account for this is to
rely upon the distinction between the different bare interactions made in the high temperature
regime :

1) The conduction electron-f electron interactions which give rise to the strong resistivity of
UBe13 above 2.5 K and are assumed to be responsible for the formation of the heavy
quasiparticles and thus of the band properties in the low temperature regime. The observation
of scaling laws shows that these interactions are weakly field dependent. (The basic

assumption justifying the scaling is that the magnetoresistivity arises only from the

polarization of the « impurities »).
2) f electron-f electron interactions which produce magnetic correlations. When the heavy

quasiparticles are formed, the conduction electrons and f states are hybridized. Thus, these
interactions could give an effective quasiparticle-quasiparticle scattering in the coherent

regime. We propose that the latter interactions are field dependent and dominate the
magnetoresistivity at low temperatures, the effect of previous interactions being mostly
suppressed by the formation of the quasiparticles (coherence).
Two different mechanisms may lead yet to a T2 term in the resistivity [19]. The more

common is through the diffusion of the quasiparticles by thermally excited magnetic
fluctuations. If the high value of the Curie-Weiss temperature 0 derived at high temperatures
(85 K) is taken as a characteristic of magnetic fluctuations, few thermal magnetic fluctuations
should remain at low temperatures, resulting only in a small contribution of this mechanism to
the large A (H) T2 term. Besides, current theories on weak or nearly antiferromagnets predict
no T2 term above TN [20, 21].
The other mechanism is a direct quasiparticle-quasiparticle interaction mediated by virtual

spin fluctuations. It has been argued [25] that in UBel3, it could produce a large
T2 term. Notably, the strength of this interaction might be emphasized by the proximity of
T, and T,.h (the T2 term is not even observed at T, in zero field) : the attractive potential
leading to superconductivity could be due to such a coupling. In this scheme, the

T2 dependence of p arises from the usual phase space arguments of Fermi liquid theory [19],
the limit of validity of the T2 law could then be related to band properties (thus its field

independence and also its pressure dependence). On this last point, it is worthwhile to notice
that the pressure dependence of the A coefficient seems to follow that of the linear

temperature term y of the specific heat according to the scaling law A - y 2. Our

extrapolation of A for H = 0 is 70 tflcmk -2 while A is found equal to 20 tflcmk -2 and
2 tflcmk -2 respectively for P = 15 kbar [22] and 67 kbar [14, 23]. Assuming a compress-
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ibility K = 10-6 bar , that leads to a Grüneisen parameter at P - 0 of ,fZ = Log V8LogV
equal to 43, in relative good agreement with the values 60 and - 50 found respectively by
specific heat [24] and thermal expansion [9] experiments.
A previous paper [25] provided support to the idea that the field variation of

A reproduces the field dependence of the interaction potential, notably the attractive
« B.C.S. » potential V (H). The unusual curvature of the upper critical field of UBe13 near
Tc could be explained assuming that A (H) oc V 2(H) and then using a field dependent
« bare » transition temperature : Tc(H) oc exp(- ’IPd V(H» = exp(- a /F), where
P d is the density of states at the Fermi level. In fact, not only can we assume

A oc V 2, but also A oc p d V 2 : using the simple kinetic formula : p = m * 2 (1/T ) one can seene
that the scattering rate contributes a factor P d 1 V 12 (cf. the Fermi Golden Rule) and the
« effective mass » the other factor pd. The interest is that the pressure measurements confirm
these ideas. Under pressure, both pd (cf. Cp measurements [24]) and, very likely,
V will vary ; but still the link between Tc and A should remain (as long as the same « virtual »
interactions control A). With the value a = 3.3 x 10-2 used to fit Hc2 in [25] one can then
predict a relation between Tc and A in zero field under pressure :

Careful measurements will be needed to check this relation, but at least the order of

magnitude estimates deduced from the data of [22] are not in disagreement with this relation.
Let us finally stress that the pressure increase of the quasiparticle Fermi energy (or the
pressure decrease of y) is associated with a P decrease of the superconducting temperature
[24]. Similar phenomena are found for UPt3 and liquid 3He. Such effects are opposite to the
general tendency recently reported that Tc increases when y decreases [26].

3.5 ANALYSIS OF po(H). - In heavy fermion compounds, the residual resistivity is a non-
trivial quantity since it is connected with the lattice properties. For example in CeAl3, the
pressure and field dependences of A also correspond to large variations of po [27]. In

compounds where tiny magnetic moments are ordered, one can ask if this would not be driven
by impurities. In UBel3, the occurrence of superconductivity at 950 mK prevents us from
observing the low field behavior of po(H) directly but its large decrease above 4 T can be also
interpreted as an interplay between extrinsic and lattice properties. In those systems
considered as « Kondo lattices », it has been argued [28] that in the low temperature coherent
regime, a single impurity is a major defect in the regular array of Ce or U ions ; it could be

viewed by the quasiparticles as a Kondo hole with a phase shift near 7T /2 at the Fermi level.
The idea would be that, at H = 0, the impurities could have a relative phase shift of

ir/2 which moves away from this value as H is increased (giving rise to a negative
magnetoresistivity). The saturation of p 0 (H) - 10 cm above 10 teslas would coincide with
the recovery of the true (bare) residual resistivity. Again, the properties of the superconduct-
ing state provide a check for this hypothesis.

3.6 LOW TEMPERATURE SPECIFIC HEAT AND THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY IN THE SUPERCON-

DUCTING STATE. - In anisotropic superconductors, even simple impurities have strong « pair
breaking » effects. As a result, a kind of gap-less behaviour is observed in impure samples for
T .:c T,, with manifestations such as residual linear T terms in the specific heat and thermal
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conductivity (instead of higher order power law behaviours) [28-31], with a high sensitivity to
the phase shift of the impurities [29, 31]. Specific heat measurements (on a sample from the
same batch as the one used for the present magnetoresistivity measurements) show a
minimum of Cp/T at 90 mK before it reaches a residual finite term yo - 70 mJ. mole - 1 K .
This « resonance » structure at low values of T /Tc is in agreement with theoretical predictions
on the effect of a small amount of impurities on Cp/T in the unitary limit [29, 311 (Fig. 13).

Fig. 13. - At H = 0, temperature variation of C /T. The extrapolation of C / T to 0 K above 200 mK
gives a vanishing residual term [12]. The insert shows the unusual sharp anomaly of CPIT at
T, due to the occurrence of large critical fluctuations (see [25]).

Furthermore, this can be compared with measurements on the same polycrystalline sample
of the thermal conductivity ( ). The problem with the latter quantity is that in

UBe 13, K is not simply proportional to T at Tc. Between 1 K and 4.2 K, K can be analyzed as :
K = aT+ 13T 2 ; Cî = 0. 29 mW/K2.cm ; /3 = 0.26 mW/K3.CM (Fig. 14). The T 2 term is likely
to be attributed to phonons (diffused by electrons) whereas the a T term represents the
electronic contribution. Thus, at Tc, around 50 % of the thermal conductivity is still mediated
by the phonons (the resistivity of UBe13 at 1 K is several orders of magnitude higher than that
of ordinary metals). This part should decrease at lower temperatures because the mean free
path of the phonons should then be limited by the size of the crystallites (with
f3 T2 = 1/3 Cp vs f, one can estimate that f is already 1 f.Lm at 1 K). Thus, even though the
general shape of K ( T) between 0 K and Tc might be difficult to interpret, it appears
reasonable to assume that below 300 mK, K is essentially controlled by the electronic
contribution. Then, following [33], one can compare the effect of the impurities on
C p and K at low temperatures in the superconducting state. For an axial state, we

determinated, from the specific heat measurements, a pair breaking parameter y =

Such a value of y gives : where
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Fig. 14. - Temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity K below 4.2 K at H = 0. Insert is the
Lorentz number after subtraction of the phonon contribution to the thermal conductivity.

a o is the coefficient of the residual linear T term of K at low temperatures. Thus,
a o should be very small, of the order of 4 f..LW/K2.cm. Experimentally, no linear

T term has been observed on this sample down to 30 mK (Fig. 15), allowing us to put an
upper limit on a o of 6 f..LW/K2.cm. This is another confirmation that the phase shift of the
impurities is very near -u/2, since the calculations predict a drastic increase of a o when this
phase shift deviates from TT /2 [29, 31].

Let us emphasize that these low values of the pair breaking parameter y imply very high
values of the mean free path of the quasiparticles, of the order of 105 À [34]. On the one
hand, it clearly rules out the values of f of a few angstrôems deduced from free electron
models. This is consistent with what had been previously discussed [25] on estimates of the
mean free path from the resistivity above T,01, and use of recent band calculations [35],
showing that UBe13 was in the clean rather than dirty limit. On the other hand,
105 A would still be more than one order of magnitude higher than the more optimistic
estimate of f, even if the value of the residual resistivity were taken in these estimates (instead
of the high temperature value).

In previous experiments on a less pure sample (po (H --+ 00 ) ’" 20 f..LOcm) [32], residual
linear temperature terms in C and K were observed. Yo’" 110 mJ.mole-1 K-2 and

a o = 30 f..LW/K2 cm. The emergence of also a non vanishing a o coefficient is directly
connected with an increase of the pair breaking parameter by a factor 2.5 by comparison to
the present work. Evidence for resonant impurity scattering was also found in the specific
heat of UBe13 [36] with a low value of yo - 20 mJ.mole-1 K-2 up to a rather high temperature
(T = 180 mK). Progress must be made in the purity of the bare lattice for selecting the nature
and the content of the defects. There are clear experimental proofs that the regime of a strong
interaction between impurities and the superconducting phase appears only at very low
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Fig ; 15. - At H = 0, the temperature variation of K/ T shows the weakness of any linear temperature
term by contrast to the effect reported on figure 13 for C / T.

temperatures. The specific heat in the temperature range (150 mK-500 mK) has a

T3 variation with no supplementary linear temperature contribution.

Conclusion.

In this paper an attempt was made for a coherent interpretation of the high and low
temperature data of magnetoresistivity and magnetization in UBel3. The properties of the
normal and superconducting phases were correlated. At high as well as at low temperatures
two different energy scales occur. Even if UBe13 is thought to be a Kondo-lattice, magnetic
correlations should exist and play an important role in its behaviour. A « classical » Fermi

liquid picture has been proposed for the A(H) T 2 term of p. The field variation of

A could be related to the unusual shape of the upper critical field while the large field
dependence of the residual resistivity underlines the strong interplay of defects with the lattice
properties. Microscopically, there is a need for inelastic neutron measurements. Notably,
subtle effects between antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic couplings (neglected here) may
play an important role in UBe 13.
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